Abstract: -This paper presents a single phase 5 level inverter with dc link Switches using POD technique .The proposed multi level inverter is capable of generating 5 level output with less component count .This technique uses single carrier wave and two sine waves for pulse generation .The entire system is designed and implemented using MATLAB/Simulink .The inverter is connected to a R-load and performance are analysed.
INTRODUCTION
Now a days Multi level inverter are extensively used due to their increased power rating, reduced EMI , improving harmonic performance. Multi level inverters are switched at low switching frequency when compared to two level inverters, hence the switching losses are almost negligible .The multi level converter topology has drawn tremendous interest in the power industry since it can provide the high power required for high power applications.. To cope up with the problems associated with the two-level inverter, multi-level inverters (MLIs) are introduced Multi level inverters are classified into 3 types  Diode clamped multi level inverter  Cascaded H bridge multi level inverter  Flying capacitor type multi level inverter
The applications of multilevel inverter are reactive power compensation, variable speed drives etc. The topological structure of Multi level inverters should be capable of withstanding high input voltage for high power applications. A new multi level inverter is proposed which is capable of reducing problems faced by usage of conventional multi level inverters. The advantages of proposed multi level inverter when compared with conventional Multi level inverter are : 1. Number of devices of the proposed multi-level inverter is fewer than that of the conventional multi-level inverters. Therefore, the proposed system is more reliable and cost competitive than the conventional two-level and multilevel inverters.2. Only one carrier signal is required to generate switching pulses to 8 switches used in proposed Multi level inverter [1] . Figure 1 shows the proposed multi level inverter which is based on cascaded H bridge multi level inverter. In the proposed multi level inverter two dc link capacitors C1 and C2 and 8 dc link switches are used .Input supply to inverter is Vdc and voltage across each capacitor is Vdc/2 . The output of the inverter is connected to LC filter in order to eliminate the harmonics . The switching sequence to generate 5 level output is shown in Figure2. 
II. PROPOSED 5 LEVEL MULTI LEVEL INVERTER

II.a. PULSE GENERATION USING POD TECHNIQUE Figure 3 Pulse generation using POD technique
POD stands for phase opposition and disposition technique. POD technique is used for pulse generation , this technique is used to turn on the switches used in proposed multilevel inverter.In the above figure single carrier wave and two sine waves are used for pulse generation. If sine wave 1 is greater than carrier wave then switches Tp+ is on else Tp-is on . If sine wave 2 is greater than carrier wave than switch Tn+ is on else switch Tn-is on. . If sine wave 1 is positive then switches Ta+, Tb-are on and if sine wave is negative then switches Ta-,Tb+ is on .
III. SIMULATION
Simulation of proposed multi level inverter is carried out in MATLAB/Simulink .In Figure 4 Dc supply of 100 volts is given using batteries and 2 dc link capacitors are used and 8 MOSFET are used as dc link switches and output of multi level Inverter is connected to L,C filter to eliminate harmonics. The technique used for pulse generation is POD technique .Generally in order to turn on 8 switches 8 carrier signals are needed but using POD technique single carrier wave is used to generate switching pulses to 8 switches. Voltage measurement device is connected across each capacitor to measure the voltage across the capacitor. PWM stands for pulse width modulation technique in which sine waves and carrier wave are compared for pulse generation. These pulses are used to turn on the Switches of multi level inverter. In case of pulse width modulated inverters input DC voltage is essentially constant in magnitude .The inverter must control the magnitude and frequency of ac output voltage. This can be achieved by PWM inverters. There are various techniques to pulse width modulate the inverter switches in order to shape the output voltage similar to sine wave used . In POD technique 2 sine waves and single carrier wave is used for pulse generation.. If sine wave is greater than Peak value of carrier wave then the technique is known as over modulation technique. A new multi level inverter is designed using PWM technique with less harmonics when compared to multi level inverter without using PWM technique. . PWM techniques commonly used are unipolar pulse width modulation technique and bipolar pulse width modulation technique. . 
IV. RESULTS
V. CONCLUSION
A new multi level inverter topology using POD technique is designed and the same is implemented in MATLAB/Simulink which is capable of producing 5 level output with less component count .No of dc supply sources used in proposed multi level inverter are less when compared to conventional Cascaded H bridge multi level inverter.
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